Installing Wooden & PVC Venetians Inside the Reveal

1
Prepare to install – Tools which will be helpful are: Screwdriver or
power drill with appropriate screwdriver bit, screws (2 per bracket),
ladder, pencil (optional), and tape measure (optional).
Carefully unpack your blinds and leave them pulled up for ease of
installation
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Fitting the brackets – Each blind has 2 box brackets, one for each end,
and a centre support bracket if the blind is approx. 1.7m and over.
Brackets are marked LH or RH. Screw the box brackets into the top
inside corner of the window frames. Set back about 10mm so that the
fascia will sit flush with the window frame when fitted (or recess
further if desired)
Depending on the location of the brackets there are holes to screw
through on the top, back and side of the brackets. and the hinged gate
opens upward
Centre support brackets – for blinds 1.7m and over you will have been
provided with centre brackets. Fit these in the window frame so the
back of the bracket lines up with the back of the box brackets. Also
place in or near the middle of the blind depending on the location of
the cords and ladders (check this by looking at the corresponding
blind before screwing)

3
Fitting your blind – Ensure the box bracket gates are fully open. Hold
the blind headrail with the control cords to the front (facing you).
Align with the box brackets and slide the blind in fully so the hinge
gates can be locked shut with a click. Ensure the small tab is secured
inside the slot
Note: if you have PVC Homebrand PLUS Venetians with the plastic
fascia clips you will need to clip these on before sliding the headrail
into the brackets (leave the fascia off still)

4
Fitting the fascia – Wooden fascia’s and PVC fascia’s are secured in
slightly different ways
Wooden fascia: remove the backing tape from the industrial velcro,
which is fitted to the back of the fascia. Position the fascia at the
headrail correctly and press firmly into place
PVC fascia: either slide the metal fascia hangers into the groove on
the back of the fascia (Homebrand) and hang on the headrail or (if
Homebrand PLUS) hang the plastic fascia clips on the headrail before
sliding the blind into the brackets. Push the fascia firmly into place.
Both systems have a piece of velcro to hold the fascia’s from sliding
sideways

